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Abstract

Over previous years numerous social service robots have been show-
cased by companies and popular media, yet despite seeming on the cusp
of becoming mainstream they are still far from entering into everyday
use. Artificial intelligence has progress to make before becoming suit-
able for service robots, and this may be a major cause, however this is-
sue can be mitigated by the implementation of an accessible social robot
teleoperation framework that would allow a layperson user to control all
of the social faculties of such a robot from a distance. Such a frame-
work would compensate for the shortcomings of an artificial agent by
letting control be switched to a human operator in difficult situations.
The nature of social teleoperation being multimodal, attention must be
brought to the control interface used by the operator; simultaneous use
of multiple control modalities may be strenuous depending on the nature
of these modalities. This paper details the initial evaluation of such con-
trol modalities independently, towards the development of a multimodal
teleoperation framework for robot socialisation using these modalities.
User testing is employed to compare control schemes for the modali-
ties of Navigation, Gestures, Neck control and Emotion control, using
commonly available input equipment with virtual reality. Evaluation is
conducted by studying time performance, workload and user preference
and feedback; testing is done with a prototype teleoperation framework
built in ROS, controlling a robot in a Unity HRI simulator. It is found
using these metrics that modalities employing tracking (where the robot
imitates the operator’s movements) are generally superior, but that al-
lowing neck control may hinder the performance of other simultaneous
modalities such as navigation. Emotion control was achieved with the
available equipment but was found to potentially benefit from a hypo-
thetical bespoke input device for the task.
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Glossary

android a humanoid robot designed to appear as similar to a human as possible. 21

humanoid robot a robot with appearance or character resembling that of a human, often
due to the limb layout of the robot. 7, 16, 21, 29

proximate here, present in the local environment of the human teleoperator. 13, 20

remote here, present in the local environment of the teleoperated robot. 12, 17

situation awareness perception of environmental elements and events. 12, 17, 24, 38

telepresence the use of VR technology to virtually shift one’s presence to a distant location.
7, 19

telerobotics the teleoperation of robots. 5, 15

telexistence an extension of telepresence, the use of VR technology to provide a real-time
sensation of being at a distant location allowing interaction with the remote environ-
ment [1], as if existing in a surrogate robot. 11–13, 18–20

Wizard of Oz testing testing of interaction design for a product that uses a rudimentary
prototype or early version, in which yet incomplete functionalities are simulated in-
situ by a researcher, often without the knowledge of the test participant (for example,
a robot with insufficient AI can be teleoperated during testing in order to build a
proper AI). 12, 21
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Acronyms

1-HJ 1-handed joystick. 13, 26–29, 33–35, 37–39, 41

2-HJ 2-handed joystick. 13, 26–29, 33–35, 37–39, 41

AI artificial intelligence. 7, 17

BCI brain-computer interface. 24

DOF degree(s) of freedom. 17, 25, 27

GUI graphical user interface. 16, 22–24, 28, 29

HMD head-mounted display. 13, 19, 20, 28

HRI human-robot interaction. 25, 29, 41

HUD head-up display. 25, 28, 30, 31, 41

IMU inertial measurement unit. 19

MPRS Man Portable Robotic System. 16

NUI natural user interface. 5, 15, 18, 20, 24

ROS Robot Operating System. 25, 30, 41

UAV unmanned aerial vehicle. 17, 18

UGV unmanned ground vehicle. 17

VR virtual reality. 12, 13, 19, 24, 28, 32, 38, 41
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1 Introduction

1.1 The need for teleoperation in social robotics

As robotics technology advances and the cost of components goes down, social robots are
ever more studied and produced. These robots, by contrast to industrial robots, are created
to directly interact with non-expert humans in everyday scenarios, some via humanoid form.
Examples of this include the older Asimo [2] and more recent Pepper [3]. Social robots are
being considered for broad use in the service industries such as retail and customer service,
but also for some paramedical tasks, for instance elderly care or psychotherapy.

Despite such promises, however, humanoid social robots remain frustratingly absent
from everyday life, even when the hardware is clearly at a sufficient level. The issue is
that although focus on artificial intelligence is at an all-time high, the capabilities of mod-
ern AI are still too limited for smooth, autonomous operation of robots in social contexts.
Social interaction requires advanced processing of sensor data and understanding of very
high-level concepts and social cues, which artificial agents still struggle to achieve [4] – as
opposed to what humans are capable of, there are still great limitations in modern machine
vision, voice recognition, natural language processing, internal ontologies and more.

What can mitigate this issue in the meantime is shared control; allowing a human op-
erator to assume control of the robot when the autonomous agent encounters a situation it
cannot deal with. An operator on standby could oversee a fleet of social robots, remediating
via teleoperation the situation of any robot that signals a problem. Depending on the robot’s
role, it may be preferable that people interacting with the remote robot do not realise that a
human has taken over; in this case the robot is operating in a Wizard of Oz situation (WOz),
potentially never breaking the illusion of machine intelligence. Regardless, whether or not
such a system enters into public use depends on how easy it is to use with little or no training
– focus must be aimed at the teleoperation interface.

Another perspective on this topic is that of the remote avatar or telexistence1; using a
humanoid robot acting in lieu of a human, being teleoperated. Such a system would allow
for strong awareness, manipulation and social communication in the remote environment
while removing the need for physical transport. By extension this would also provide greater
freedom to individuals with motor disabilities.

1.2 Modern telerobotics

The current state of telerobotics has not greatly changed since the 20th century. Teleopera-
tion setups for more complex robots involve a team of operators with laptops, one for each
modality of control (navigation, manipulation...), using user interfaces such as joysticks or
haptic devices. Substantial training is required, and multiple control modalities are rarely
covered by a single operator. The required equipment, technical know-how and/or team size

1Term coined in 1980 by Tachi et al. [1]
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prevent teleoperation of more than an aerial drone from entering public use2.

1.3 Research aims/objectives

The broader research arc around this issue is the design a multi-modal control system for
teleoperation of a humanoid social robot with little required training. To achieve this end, a
telexistence approach will be taken – a human embodies and controls the robot as if present
in the remote environment. Ideally, core modalities would be controlled with mirroring
human faculties, for instance robot gestures would be controlled via operator gestures, robot
speech by operator speech. Virtual reality equipment (a HMD with body tracking) naturally
lends itself to this approach.

What defines multi-modal control is how multiple control modalities are operated at
once; with regards to mental or physical strain the choice of modalities and the amount to
be operated simultaneously are key to ensuring ease of use by an operator. The overarching
research will first evaluate modalities individually to find those most efficient and least
mentally or physically strenuous, then evaluate performance and strain when combining
modalities in a social context, all the while taking into account the importance of situation
awareness. This report constitutes the first step of this research path - individual evaluation
of social modalities within a developed teleoperation framework.

1.3.1 Preliminary analysis

Basic modalities required for social communication are:

• Navigation, the faculty of the robot to move around in space, between rooms etc.

• Gestures, the arm movements of the robot

• Neck control, the head movements of the robot, for expressions of body language
and allowing it to look around

• Emotions, the facial expressions of the robot

• Gaze, the eyes of the robot, a social cue for expressing focus

• Speech, the faculty of the robot to talk

This report will study the first four modalities: Navigation, Gestures, Neck control and
Emotions, the remaining two being outside the scope of the project3.

Maintaining strong situation awareness is important; using VR equipment can increase
remote awareness, and virtual reality naturally lends itself to the telexistence approach - the

2It is interesting to note that advanced, multi-modal, user-friendly control of a ”remote” avatar is well
developed and widespread, in the form of video game design. Despite similarities, these practices do not seem
to have crossed into the control of actual robots.

3A simple solution for the final modality of speech is to directly relay audio spoken by the operator. The
issue with this method is how it shows the ”man behind the curtain” of Wizard of Oz control; it becomes clear
to observers of the robot that the technology is no longer autonomous and is being teleoperated. Possible other
solutions could involve keyboard input or speech recognition followed by synthesis of recorded text, or forms of
voice modulation. This would constitute an separate, expansive research project. As for gaze control, it would
require unavailable gaze-tracking equipment and a complex setup.
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reality the operator experiences is the remote one. Also to consider is the importance of
a handheld controller; a computer keyboard for example is not suited for use with a VR
headset on as the user cannot easily locate the keyboard or key positions. This narrows
down easily available input devices to game controllers.

Traditionally game controllers require the use of two hands, and this is still often the
case (e.g. Sony and Microsoft controllers). A 2-handed joystick (2-HJ) requires the user
to keep their hands together, and would often have one 2-axis analog input for each thumb.
Controllers used for virtual reality and some non-VR applications (Nintendo controllers)
are split in the form of a 1-handed joystick (1-HJ) in each hand. Often each would include
the same analog input for each thumb. One major advantage of this setup is how the user’s
hands can be individually tracked via the controllers in VR; it also allows the use of a single
controller depending on the application requirements.

Taking the telexistence approach for input involves the use of tracking – the robot imi-
tating the user’s actions. Out of the four studied modalities, Gestures and Neck control can
be controlled by tracking the operator’s movements and imitating them in the robot. This is
not implemented for Navigation; any distance the robot navigates the user would have to as
well; it is impractical for the user to leave the workspace, and proximate obstacles will hin-
der potential movement. As for Emotion; sensing user facial expressions is bleeding-edge
research, also if a HMD is required facial expressions are hidden.

The HTC Vive is a virtual reality interface, commonly used for video games. As with
most virtual reality devices it includes a stereovision HMD along with two one-hand con-
trollers; all three components are accurately tracked in space in real time. The Vive is used
for this project as it provides the head- and hand-tracking as required, along with immersive
visual feedback for strong situation awareness.

The final control schemes are chosen for each modality; one-handed and two-handed
joysticks will be tested for all four modalities, and tracking will also be tested for Gestures
and Head Control. This data is shown in Table 1.

Hypotheses

H1 A control scheme in which the robot imitates the user’s actions (a tracking control
scheme) is easier to use than control schemes that are further abstracted.
When a robot is controlled by imitation an operator’s actions very little training is required,
as anything the operator can do is essentially done by the robot within the limitations of the
system.

H2 Operators prefer using 1-handed joysticks as opposed to 2-handed.
1-handed joysticks allow for the operators arms to remain relaxed whereas 2-handed require
the operators hands to be together on the controller.

H3 Performance between 1-handed and 2-handed joysticks is the same.
Apart from the position of the hands, input with the different joysticks is very similar (trig-
ger buttons on the back, analog input and buttons on the front).

H4 Operators prefer control schemes that are easier to use.
To complete a task with ease is often a more enjoyable experience than when it is with

13



difficulty.

H5 Performance, task load and preference are correlated for single modality-control
scheme pairs.
A lesser task load implies that performance is easily improved; and operators would prefer
control schemes that easily accomplish their goal.

1.4 Thesis overview

In order to verify the above hypotheses, a prototype framework is required that would al-
lowing users to teleoperate a social robot, most importantly via its social faculties. With the
help of volunteering participants this framework can be used to test the control schemes of
each of the four modalities for performance and ease of use, additionally recording which
scheme was most preferred by the participants.

To begin a review of literature relating to the topic was performed, focused on robot tele-
operation methods. From this was populated a list of control schemes, and a methodology
was created to evaluate them.

The prototype teleoperation framework was developed for this task; the system’s struc-
ture and details are explained, along with an introduction of the simulation that was used
for ease of testing.

The experiment methodology is then put into the context of the test equipment: detailed
test protocols were created, adapted to the capabilities of the teleoperation system and the
simulator. Final control schemes to be tested were chosen from the above list, and the final
test setup is showcased.

Resulting test data is presented, followed by analysis and discussion.
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2 Literature review

2.1 The outlook on social and service robots

With the constant increase in computing power and the decrease in required component
cost, service robots have been heralded as a major upcoming trend over the last few decades,
even as a minor revolution in the way we live. In his 2004 book Emotional Design: Why
We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things [5], Norman argues that emotion is an important factor
in how consumers relate to products, and that incorporating emotion in machine design (in
the form of social robots) would improve how people communicate with them. He argues
however that a humanoid design may backfire, as people are initially distrustful of human-
like robots. Bill Gates, former Microsoft CEO, describes service robots as the ”birth of a
new industry [...] based on groundbreaking new technologies” [6, p. 58] in an article in
Scientific American in 2007.

Jones [7, p. 101] shows the high need and high potential for personal service robots in
the modern world; citing worldwide sales of such robots and statistics on a strong potential
demographic – elderly people living alone. Despite Norman’s predictions, humanoid form
is possibly the best strategy for integrating these robots in physical and social environments,
as argued by Duffy [8, p. 177].

For teleoperation of any remote vehicle it is known that situation awareness has a strong
effect on performance [9, 10]. When it comes to social robots, Duffy [8] in his publication
Anthropomorphism and the Social Robot (2003) states that ”For artificial sociability the
social robot does not necessarily need to be able to communicate information in as complex
a manner as people but just sufficient enough for communication with people. [...] [T]he
social robot needs to be able to communicate enough to produce and perceive expressiveness
(as realised in speech, emotional expressions, and other gestures)” (p. 183).

Review is conducted on the literature of teleoperation interfaces, initially for robots in
general, then with a focus on social robots. Input interfaces which involve natural human
movements and minimally noticeable equipment can be categorised as natural interfaces
(NUI), the remainder will be referred to as ”classical” interfaces. Teleoperation of social
robots in literature will be explored, and it is shown that the control of social robots inher-
ently implies multimodal control.

2.2 ”Classical” telerobotics interfaces

The robotics around the turn of the century were operated with conventional input devices
of the time. Operation of these robots was restricted to specialist fields such as research
and military operations, rarely available to the public as little focus was placed on the in-
teraction design. The Numbat [11] was a remotely operated emergency response vehicle to
safely examine minefields, requiring a large control station (Figure 1), including a joystick
for navigation with camera feedback on a screen. Similarly, a sewer reconnaissance robot
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Figure 1: Examples of ”classical” teleoperation user interfaces. Left: Numbat [11] control
station (1998)1, right: MPRS [12] control pendent (2000)

developed for the US Navy [12] included a portable interface in which one operator had
access to four directional buttons (Figure 1) and another views a video feed captured by
the robot on a small screen. This Man Portable Robotic System (MPRS) was announced as
game-changing for its target users.

Teleoperated robots designed more for civilian use include the GestureLaser [13], which
consisted of a laser pointer and camera that could be controlled by a computer mouse, al-
lowing an operator to instruct or educate from a distant location. This was expanded to
the GestureMan [14], adding a mobile base for a more complete embodiment of remote in-
structor’s actions; the operator could control laser pointing and movement, using a joystick
(Figure 1).

Vehicle teleoperation interfaces [15] by Fong et al. is indicative of the state of teleop-
eration interfaces in robotics at the turn of the century The comparison studies dozens of
teleoperation interfaces, of which all but a handful require desk-sized workspaces for con-
trol equipment. This form of classical telerobotics interface is known overall for being very
technical, requiring one or several computers with multiple trained operators. Input is via
computer mouse, computer keyboard or simple button panels with the occasional joystick.
As it is simple and quick to implement on top of the robots’ telecommunication code, it has
remained present up to the present day, however as processing power of consumer machines
has gone down and their telecommunications speed has increased over the previous fifteen
years, improvements to these interfaces in size and usability have been possible.

Teleoperation in recent years has retained many of these classical control paradigms,
albeit upgraded with the available technology. Examples include touchscreen control of a
robotic manipulator arm developed by Singh et al. [16] in 2013; the touchscreen displays
a camera feed of the arm and the user can swipe to the location the arm is to move. Later,
a fully humanoid robot was controlled by Cisneros et al. [17]: for the DARPA Robotics
Challenge of 2015 they used a basic computer and mouse with a strong task-level GUI
that was tailored to the requirements of the competition. Concerning service robot control,
McGinn et al. [18] tested participants’ performance to evaluate control of a domestic robot
in a home environment, using an Xbox gamepad for controlling the robot in a simulation.
Many robot teleoperation interfaces for manipulation control in recent years are showcased
in the comparison by Kent et al. [19] – all those shown use a computer GUI with mouse
and keyboard input.

1Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Field and Service Robotics ”The Numbat: A Remotely
Controlled Mine Emergency Response Vehicle” J. Ralston, D. Hainsworth, c©1998
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Figure 2: Examples of teleoperation GUIs enhanced with extra sensor data. From left to
right: Ecological interface paradigm [20] combining camera and range finder
data2; Free-viewpoint interface [21] allowing viewpoint generation from depth
camera data3.

Enhancing situation awareness

Within these input paradigms, attention was brought to situation awareness – concerning
teleoperation it is known that remote awareness has a strong effect on performance [9, 10].
For a robot incorporating shared control i.e. toggled control between a dedicated artifi-
cial agent or a human operator, sensor data used for situation awareness must include both
human-readable and machine-readable data in sufficient amounts. For example, a robot AI
may primarily use depth sensors to become aware of its surroundings while a distant human
operator would rely on a video feed. Since machine-readable sensor data is also available
during teleoperation, research was performed to smoothly incorporate it into the user in-
terface to increase remote awareness, just as conversely an AI may use computer vision to
understand a video feed. This includes Nielsen et al. [20] who proposed a user interface
for a UGV based on an ecological interface paradigm; robot range finder data was used to
create a two-dimensional map which was displayed in third-person 3D, with front-facing
camera feed superimposed over. A simulation was used for user-testing. Later, Okura et al.
[21] used depth cameras to recreate a remote environment in 3D, allowing the operator to
choose any viewpoint in space near the robot (Figure 2).

A different approach taken to improve situation awareness was the use of haptic feed-
back. Haptic devices such as 6-DOF styli became common in robot teleoperation research
in the early 2000s, for simple wheeled UGVs [22, 23], robot arms [24, 25] or even a swarm
of UAVs [26]. The use of these devices announced a departure from the older classical
interfaces, allowing greater situation awareness with minimal added cognitive load.

The previous generation of telerobotics were focused on low-level, unassisted control,
requiring a well-trained specialist operator, or using expensive and uncommon equipment.
While robots would become cheaper to build and purchase, teleoperation interfaces would
undergo a shift towards accessibility in the mid-2000s.

2 c©2007 IEEE
3 c©2013 IEEE
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2.3 Natural User Interfaces

The use of natural user interfaces (NUIs) in telerobotics is more recent than classical inter-
faces, the growth of which was indirectly reliant on the video game industry.

2006 marked the release of the Nintendo Wii, a video game console focused on its
motion-sensing hand controllers [27]. The Wii Remote included 3 accelerometers and an
optical sensor used to identify where the controller was pointing; units sold for approxi-
mately 40 USD. This low-cost sensor bundle proved to be adaptable to custom third-party
hardware, which lead to its widespread use in both hobby electronics [28], and prototyping
and research in robotics teleoperation [29, 30, 31].

The Wii was the beginning of an enduring trend of motion controllers in the video game
industry [32], leading to a commodification of cheap publicly available motion-capture
equipment, mostly designed for the purposes of video games. One device resulting from
this phenomenon was the XBox Kinect; an array of cameras that allowed accurate full-body
tracking.

Sanna et al. [33] compared different control methods for a UAV; between gesture recog-
nition using the Kinect, a joystick and a smartphone application. Pfeil et al.[34] also com-
pared UAV control methods with a stronger focus on the use of the Kinect; 5 different Kinect
schemes and 1 smartphone app. Bimanual control was another aspect of robot control that
saw Kinect use in research. Du et al. [35] controlled a bimanual manipulator robot using
Kinect data to imitate a participant’s arm positions. Similarly, Reddivari et al. [36] teleop-
erated an entire Baxter robot (with one 2-DOF head, and two arms with 7-DOF each) using
body tracking with the Kinect. Later, Kruse et al. [37] built a system in which a bimanual
robot was operated via imitation of an operator’s arm positions using Kinect data, with a
focus on force control.

Other natural user interface applications

The inception of widespread natural user interfaces began before the surge in NUIs that was
triggered by the video game industry. Fong et al. [38] showcased novel teleoperation in-
terfaces, including one using gesture tracking thanks to a depth camera, not unlike the later
Kinect. A system was developed in the early 2000s by NASA [39] (being often on the cut-
ting edge of research) to teleoperate their Robonaut – the system allowed a specialist to see
through the eyes and control the hands of their humanoid robot as if they were in its place;
essentially a telexistence setup designed to make spacewalks safer and more streamlined.

The control of robot arms by imitation of human arms is a well-studied area; a wearable
textile device was built by Song et al. [40] to capture arm movement for imitation by
a humanoid robot. a robot manipulator was controlled using stereovision images of the
operator’s arm by Du et al. [41]; this project was extended in later years to allow bimanual
control with the Kinect [35], and again to use only the Leap Motion hand pose detector [42].

One issue with many tracking NUIs is the lack of haptic feedback that would normally
be obtained if the human were manipulating directly. The use of a haptic glove was sug-
gested for robot teleoperation by some [43, 44] allowing vibratory feedback but still in-
capable of force feedback; Rebelo et al. [45] proposed an NUI solution to this with the
creation of an arm exoskeleton that acts both as a sensor and strong force feedback device;
the operator’s arm would essentially feel as if it were in the place of the remote robot arm,
including limitation of movement range in accordance with the robot arm (for example, if
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Figure 3: First-person humanoid robot teleoperation by Fritsche et al. of the humanoid
robot iCubDarmstadt01. Input from the operator is done via Kinect body track-
ing and SensorGlove hand tracking, first-person visual feedback is provided
through the Oculus Rift.4

the robot arm were pushed against a wall, the operator would feel the wall obstacle and
would not be able to move their arm into the equivalent space).

Many research papers have been published around accurate full-body imitation, with
mapping considered to convert human to humanoid pose [46, 47]. Most take into account
robot stability, allowing the humanoid robot to balance on one foot when the human does
[48, 49, 50, 51]. A few of such papers also optimise the developed pipeline to provide real-
time imitation [52, 53, 54]. The focus of these papers is on exact imitation by the robot,
often including balancing; this is not necessary for purely social applications.

A more practical implementation focused on manipulation was proposed by Fritsche et
al. [43]; a system combining full-body tracking with precise hand tracking was developed
for the iCub humanoid robot platform (shown in Figure 3); first-person vision was provided
by an Oculus Rift making the setup a telexistence system. A Kinect was used for the body
tracking aided with both Oculus gyroscope data for precise head angles, and a SensorGlove
for tracking of individual fingers of the hand while providing haptic feedback, allowing for
precise manipulation of remote objects.

Enhancing situation awareness: Virtual reality equipment

Before affordable virtual reality was jump-started in 2013 with the release of the Oculus Rift
Development Kit 1 [55], a head-mounted display with integrated IMU, VR equipment was
rare and costly; it was not uncommon for researchers in engineering to create bespoke VR
headsets. Those built for robotics include the project of Martins et al. [56] which involved
the control of a search-and-rescue robot with head tilting, with remote first-person view
through their custom-built HMD. Earlier examples do not include an IMUs in the headset,
for instance NASA’s Robonaut control system [39] using a HMD without extra sensors, and
the complex optical display developed by Nagahara et al. [57] for telepresence.

After the release of Oculus Rift came other virtual reality headsets such as Playstation
VR, Google Cardboard, and the HTC Vive (the current industry standard); there was sub-

4 c©2015 IEEE
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sequently frequent use of the Oculus and Vive in telerobotics research. Different control
schemes were explored for a UAV from head pose captured by the Oculus Rift by Pittman
et al. [31]. Ha et al. [58] used the Oculus as a part of a full-body teleoperation framework
for a robot manipulator system with multimodal feedback coined ”visuo-haptic-vestibular”;
visual feedback through the HMD, haptic feedback through a cutaneous haptic device on
the hand, vestibular feedback through an actuated chair the operator is seated on (to re-
duce motion sickness related to VR telepresence). The Vive was used for natural robot
control by Rodehutskors et al. [59] for the DARPA Robotics Challenge in 2015; two oper-
ators remotely controlled a wheeled robot with a humanoid upper-body, the Vive operator
controlled the arms in a virtual reality built from range sensor data. Thellman et al. [60]
used the HTC Vive headset and controllers to teleoperate the humanoid robot Pepper, as an
experiment in telexistence.

Natural user interfaces attempt to improve interaction design beyond the limitations of
classical input, allowing natural human motion to control a system directly. Systems with
NUIs provide accessibility thanks to the intuitive input, allowing laypeople or computer
novices to use the controls with little training, and also precise reflexive movement, poten-
tially using the operator’s motor coordination to improve system performance. Such inter-
faces have been successfully implemented in many telerobotics frameworks with varying
orders of resolution, including for humanoid robots. However the control of social robots,
or control of robots for social interactions, can have specific interface requirements.

2.4 Social robot teleoperation and multimodal control

Classical control interfaces often involve one device for input which would involve a sin-
gle modality of input (e.g. joystick input, keyboard input...). Multimodal control, in which
multiple modalities are used simultaneously to control a remote device, has been explored
in more recent years – offloading cognition from essential input modalities to unused ones
frees up motor coordination that would otherwise be engaged [61, p. 24]. As will be dis-
cussed, multimodal control inherently lends itself to the control of social robots.

Such multimodal control is not, however, limited to social robotics; this is the case for
the multimodal imitation control developed by Sugiyama et al.[62] for a non-humanoid,
non-social robot. Three modalities of input are used for robot teleoperation; user position,
hand position, grasping gesture. The proximate operator’s position in the room is imi-
tated by the robot, the operator’s hand position guides the robot’s manipulator arm position,
and whether or not the operator’s hand is making a grasping gesture defines the state of
the robot’s end-effector. Also in a non-social context, a comparison of control schemes
for a manipulator robot was performed by Dünser et al. [61]; mouse, touchscreen, and 2
variations on gaze detection were used alongside the controlled variable of a joystick in
the operator’s non-dominant hand (Figure 4). For each primary modality, the experiment
methodology is pertinent in how multimodal control input is benchmarked. It is also dis-
cussed in the introduction that ”Despite the attractiveness of using gaze control for HCI and
HRI, clear advantages of this next-generation control mechanism are not always apparent.”
[61, p. 23] – gaze input can be useful in a multimodal context, but isn’t always desirable as
it may be interfered with by natural glancing around one’s field of view.

Social robotics in the broader sense are robots that interact with humans in a social
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Figure 4: Experimental setup and results of multimodal benchmarking by Dünser et al.
[61]5. From left to right: initial experiment setup with two workload conditions
(here, mouse and joystick input); actual scenario of human teleoperating robot
arm with developed system (this scenario was abstracted to create the experimen-
tal setup); and results of testing with 18 participants. Results compare average
movement times for single and dual task performance, the second task being
joystick control; in essence a comparison of single-modal and basic multimodal
control.

manner, i.e. in a similar manner humans directly interact with one another. As stated above,
social robots do not need to fully replicate human expression, only so much as is necessary
for interaction [8]. However human expression is inherently multimodal; it incorporates
multiple modalities such as speech, movement and facial expressions. This implies that
the development of robots for social contexts requires a strong focus on social capabilities
and appearance (as is the case for Asimo [2]) or total dedication of the robot platform to
socialisation (as is the case for Pepper [3]). However some teleoperated humanoid robots
that are not strongly socially oriented have strong social potential (Baxter robot [36, 25],
iCub shown in Figure 3 [43], other bespoke humanoid robots [46, 39, 17]) – the robot’s
appearance will often seem to humans as approachable, with the capacity to change facial
expressions; the focus placed on hand manipulation can potentially be applied to commu-
nicative hand gestures. The multiple modalities of human interaction have an impact all the
same when it comes to telerobotics; In 2010 a study was performed by Dow et al. [63] on
improving robot teleoperation for Wizard of Oz testing testing, in which it is mentioned that
a team of operators is regularly required to effectively teleoperate full human socialisation
with several modalities (shown in Figure 3 of the publication). The solution proposed for
this issue is to incorporate automation in the control loop, but it is also said that this limits
the robot’s capabilities to a subset of human language and gesture. Other research projects
work around this tradeoff by incorporating multimodal control by a single operator in their
social teleoperation systems.

Upper-body imitation was applied by Matsui et al. to their custom-built robot ”Repliee
Q2”, an android meant to simulate a human as closely as possible, in appearance and be-
haviour [47]. Markers placed around a participant performer’s body and face were tracked in
real-time and Repliee was programmed to move accordingly, both with gestures and facial
expressions. Hiroshi Ishiguro, director of the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory in Osaka Uni-
versity and one of the researchers for the project, went on to write a study of android robots
[64] in which he describes Repliee as producing the ”uncanny valley” phenomenon – a very
close imitation of human can be disturbing when it gives indicators that it is not human. He
went on to build an android replica of his physical self with Nishio et al. [65] which was

5 c©IEEE 2015
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Figure 5: Block graph describing input and control modalities. Input modalities can in-
clude mouse and keyboard, gesture tracking, audio input etc, control modalities
can include navigation, speech etc. Individual input modalities can be routed to
one or more control modalities (e.g. input via computer GUI). Modalities often
align in pairs (e.g. operator audio input controls robot speech) which can reduce
task load; depending on hardware and ergonomic limitations this is not always
possible (e.g. robot navigation is difficult to control with operator position).

named ”Geminoid”, with which he believes to have overcome the ”uncanny valley”. The
teleoperation of Geminoid requires multimodal input in order to correctly replicate speech;
both audio input and face tracking to replicate aurally and visually. This input is provided
alongside the use of a computer mouse and keyboard with graphical user interface (GUI)
(Figure 6) – another modality of control.

It is important at this point in the case of multimodal control to distinguish between
what will be called input modalities and control modalities; input referring to modalities
the operator utilizes with the proximate interface, and control those that are expressed with
the remote robot. A generic block graph of input and control modalities is shown in Figure
5. Outside of the scope of this report are also feedback modalities, which include modalities
of visual, auditory and haptic feedback.

Glas along with several Geminoid team members [66], suggested an interface for con-
trolling a fleet of social robots. Input would be entirely through a computer GUI, allowing
for multiple levels of control, though mostly focused on high-level commands. Low-level
control (navigation control, arm actuation) is input through GUI buttons. Multiple modali-
ties of control are accumulated in this interface. Mora led a research project with much of
this team [67] for the creation of a high-level GUI for control of social robot. The origi-
nality of the design resided in the 3D graphical reconstruction of the robot’s surroundings,
allowing for third-person perspective on the remote environment with task-level input via
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Figure 6: Different social robot teleoperation interfaces. Top: GUI for controlling a fleet
of social robots [66]1. Centre: GUI for social robot with automatic gaze control
and three-dimensional spatial visualization [67], low- and high-level control
elements allowing for multimodal control through a single input modality2.
Bottom: Geminoid control station [65]; desktop station with visible GUI,
cameras and microphone for multimodal input and control (left); operator’s face
(here, Ishiguro) with markers for lip tracking (right)3.

1 c©IEEE 2012.
2 c©IEEE 2013.
3 Figure 5 of [65] (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0).
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computer mouse; an input manner not dissimilar to that of a point-and-click video game.
This and the above interface by Glas et al. are shown in Figure 6. Again, low-level con-
trol is through GUI buttons and again, multiple modalities are summarized in this interface
(speech, gaze and navigation).

Controlling social robots is occasionally explored with novel input modalities; Kishore
et al. [68] compared a brain-computer interface (BCI) and gaze tracking as ways to send
high-level commands controlling a humanoid robot in a social environment.

In the case of Fritsche et al. [43] mentioned in the previous section (page 19), control for
body and hand tracking is decoupled; Kinect is required for full-body tracking but resolution
is insufficient for hand data, so the SensorGlove is used in a complementary manner (as well
as for its haptic feedback capabilities). It should be pointed out however that there is only
one final modality for input (body tracking) but with varying resolution over the body.

As we have seen, social robot control is inherently multimodal to allow for the com-
plexity of human interaction, but existing interfaces tend to allow little control over robot
movements. Those that allow greater control do so via buttons on a GUI which can be unin-
tuitive; or use interfaces designed for specialists, sometimes built with only for the research
team themselves in mind.

2.5 Summary

Most of the heritage of telerobotics uses a small group of key input devices; a game joystick,
a simple button panel, a keyboard and mouse along with a graphical user interface. Proposi-
tions have been made using the sensors of these systems to improve the GUI with extra data,
enhancing situation awareness, but the methods of input restrict the use of these tools by
laypeople, or are sometimes inaccessible because of price limitations. However natural user
interfaces can allow much greater control with lower cognitive load and required training,
and are ubiquitous in modern virtual reality technology; they have been used successfully
in many telerobotics systems for input. In such scenarios VR headsets have been used as an
effective enhancer of situation awareness for remote teleoperation.

The majority of teleoperation interfaces for social robots involve multiple modalities
of control, which is necessary for social interactions [8]; social robot control is inherently
multimodal. From an input standpoint, research has tackled this in three major ways – in
the case that input devices are limited to a desktop computer, control is with high-level
commands comprising several modalities or low-level GUI buttons for individual modali-
ties; when better equipment is available (e.g. natural user interfaces) control modalities are
distributed across input modalities (like in the case of Geminoid; facial tracking and audio
input are imitated by the robot and the remaining modalities of movement are controlled
with computer input). In the first scenario the strong dichotomy between different levels
of control and the inconvenient methods of low-level control means that precise, custom
control is nigh impossible. Where natural user interfaces are incorporated in the system
precise control becomes easier, natural input is imitated by the controlled robot; as long
as the operator can perform a task in person, little training is required to make the robot
perform the same. Few interfaces have been designed in this manner however, even less
study their multimodality to optimise performance and minimise cognitive load (as done by
Dünser et al. [61]).
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3 Methods

3.1 Overview

A prototype teleoperation framework is built in ROS. A ROS node is built to interface VR
equipment: access to tracking and button data, and allowing custom video display through
the ROS publisher-subscriber system. Control schemes handled by interchangeable Python
scripts (using rospy).

A specialized HRI simulator is employed [69], allowing control of social humanoid
robot Stevie. Stevie is a robot developed by the Robotics and Innovation Lab of Trinity
College as a prototype social service robot; the robot platform has front-facing vision; 2-
DOF arms, 3-DOF neck, a wheeled differential-driven base, with screens in lieu of a mouth
and nose, allowing facial expressions to be changed.

The Python control schemes send commands to simulator via UDP. For emotion control,
a head-up display is overlaid on the video feed; allowing users to select an emotion and view
which emotions are available and which is currently selected.

In each test, the participant is assigned a modality. The participant uses a control scheme
to teleoperate the simulated robot; they are required to complete a series of tasks for this
modality of control (after 2 minutes of training time with the system). Time performance is
recorded for completion. Once complete, the volunteer is required to fill in a NASA-TLX
questionnaire in order to evaluate workload for the scheme. This is repeated for every con-
trol scheme available for this participant and their modality, the participant is then required
to indicate which scheme they preferred, and (optionally) provide open feedback.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Evaluation Metrics

In Common Metrics for Human-Robot Interaction, Steinfeld et al. [70] state the impor-
tance of clear, non-biased metrics in human-robot interaction research. The paper proposes
a toolkit for metrics in the field. Using recommendations from the paper, performance,
workload and preference will be evaluated for each modality–control scheme pair.

Performance will be evaluated using the time taken to complete a test, taking note of
mistakes made: accidental collisions, incorrect hand used (left instead of right), incorrect
emotion selected. Workload will be evaluated using NASA-TLX questionnaires, and par-
ticipants will be asked to rank the schemes by preference.

3.2.2 Generic test template

A simulation is run on an Linux computer with Ubuntu. Participants can control one
modality of a humanoid robot in a virtual environment using one of the control schemes.
Visual feedback is provided in the form of the first-person view of the robot via immersive
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Figure 7: The path participants are required to take through the simulated environment for
navigation testing (shown from above)

HMD.

After a training period, participants are required to complete a task as quickly as pos-
sible to evaluate ease of use and performance with the tested control modality. Words in
bold are detailed in Table 1 for individual modalities. The tasks in question differ for each
modality; they are built within the specifications of the simulator detailed in Section 3.3, for
the humanoid robot platform Stevie.

3.2.3 Individual modalities

Navigation

Stevie movement is done by a stable wheeled chassis with differential steering, so naviga-
tion commands need to convey linear and angular speeds. Analog input is used for this;
the horizontal axis controls angular speed, allowing the robot to turn, while the vertical axis
controls linear speed, allowing the robot to move forwards or backwards.

A simulation is used of a home environment – a house with kitchen, bedroom, bathroom
etc. The robot is required to navigate along a line on the ground, through the house and
around obstacles, picking up collectibles in the form of floating green coins; the path is
shown in Figure 7. The coins act as checkpoints, to ensure the user follows the correct path.
Once the user collects the final coin the test is complete. Throughout the test the position
of the robot over time is recorded, including the times and positions at which coins are
collected and the time to complete the overall course.

1-handed joystick Control using the Vive 1-handed joystick is mapped to one of the
trackpads; the vertical axis controls linear velocity while the horizontal axis controls turn-
ing.

2-handed joystick Control using a conventional controller is mapped to the analog stick
using the same axes.
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Figure 8: The simulated environment used for testing gesture control. From left to right:
third-person view of Stevie, with ”L” target and visual aid arrow in background;
first-person view of the robot showing ”R” target and visual aid arrow.

Tracking Tracking control is not available for Navigation as it would require the operator
move about the local workspace which can be tedious and limiting.

Gestures

Stevie’s arms are only for expression and are not manipulators. They have 2 DOF, they can
be actuated along pitch and yaw.

Within the simulation, the user is placed in an empty, neutral room. One by one, targets
will appear in the room that the user is required to point at with their arms. A large green
arrow in front of the user points to the next target to press as a visual aid; the environment
is shown in Figure 8. If a target is pointed at by the user’s arm for two sustained seconds
without error the target is validated, disappears and a new target appears elsewhere in the
room. Each target is either marked L or R and coloured blue or red respectively; the user
is required to point at the target with their left or right arm in accordance with the letter, if
the wrong arm is used the target is not validated and remains until the correct arm is used.
After all targets are accepted the test is over; time is recorded to validate each target, along
with the overall test time.

1-handed joystick The orientation of the arms can be actuated to point in a given direc-
tion. Control using the Vive 1-handed joystick trackpad uses the vertical axis to increase
or decrease arm pitch and the horizontal axis to adjust arm yaw; each 1-HJ controls its
respective arm.

2-handed joystick Control of the left and right arms of the robot using a conventional
2-HJ is via left and right analog sticks using the same axes.

Tracking Conversion is required from the pose of the user’s hand which, considering the
human arm, has seven degrees of freedom (three from the shoulder, one from the elbow,
three from the wrist). To do so the pointing direction of the controller, hand pitch and yaw,
is relayed to the robot arm1. The advantage of this method is that little movement is required
by the operator; all positions can be reached by turning the wrist.

1This is one method to convert hand coordinates to Stevie’s arm angles, others may exist possibly involving
more complex kinematics calculations; this would be a potential research paper
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Figure 9: Neutral target version used for Neck testing

Neck

In this research project neck control (control of head orientation) takes the same role as
gaze; conveying focus and intent of the robot. This is all the more true considering that
Stevie’s eyes are displayed on a screen, and gaze is not easily conveyed from a 2D surface.

The simulated environment for Neck testing is nearly identical for that of Gesture test-
ing; users are placed in a room with targets and a green arrow that behave in the same
manner (see Figure 8), but targets are no longer marked L and R: the user is required to
look directly at each target with the robot’s neck for two sustained seconds in order to vali-
date it (Figure 9). At the end of the test time is recorded to validate each target along with
the overall test time.

1-handed joystick Similarly to gesture control, the trackpad of one of the Vive 1-handed
joysticks controls the orientation of the neck; the vertical axis controls head pitch speed
while the horizontal axis controls head yaw speed.

2-handed joystick Control using a conventional 2-HJ (here, a PS3 controller) is mapped
to an analog stick using the same axes as for 1-HJ.

Tracking Tracking control of the robot’s neck is done by relaying user neck angles (roll,
pitch and yaw, captured by the VR HMD) to the robot’s neck directly. This has the added
effect of allowing the user to look around the environment intuitively, through the robot’s
eyes.

Emotions

Nine basic emotions will be used in testing - those available in the Stevie system2. Emotions
are to be controlled with joystick input alone since tracking is not applicable. A GUI (Figure
11) is overlaid on the video feed from the simulation as form of head-up display (HUD)
showing a 6-segment circle each with the names of one of the 6 basic emotions [71]. The

2Currently, Stevie can display eight discrete emotions plus a neutral expression, but in human-human inter-
actions it is clear that a continuous spectrum of emotions is employed. Future papers can study more advanced
emotion display systems that more closely emulate this.
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Table 1 Variations of modality tests

modality Navigation Gestures Head control Emotions

control
schemes

1-HJ D D D D

2-HJ D D D D

tracking D D

environment Home environment
obstacle course

Empty room
with targets

Empty room
with targets

Empty room
with mirror

user can use a control scheme to choose an emotion by selecting a segment, which is then
highlighted as visual feedback.

For emotion testing, the environment is an empty room with a mirror and a screen. The
mirror reflects Stevie, allowing users to see what emotion is displayed. The screen shows
an emotion name which Stevie is required to select. Once the user successfully replicates
the displayed emotion a new emotion name is displayed. After a random sequence of 12
emotions is completed the test ends; time to complete the sequence and each individual step
thereof is recorded.

1-handed joystick A cursor is displayed over the GUI. The position of the user’s thumb
on the trackpad defines the position of the cursor over the GUI, allowing it to move to any
position on the emotion disc (Figure 11). By pushing down on the trackpad the user ”clicks”
and selects the emotion the cursor is currently on.

2-handed joystick Using a conventional 1-HJ, the x and y angles of the analog stick
define the cursor’s position over the GUI, allowing it to occupy any position on the emotion
disc. Emotions are selected by pushing one of the trigger buttons with the right index finger
(”R1” on a PS3 controller).

Tracking Tracking control is not available for Emotions as it would require computer
recognition of operator facial expressions; aside from the fact that the user’s face is masked
by the headset during operation, such recognition is bleeding-edge technology and outside
the scope of this project.

3.3 Simulator

The simulator developed by E. Mercer [69] is used to facilitate testing. It is dedicated
to testing human-robot interaction (HRI) applications; allowing teleoperation of humanoid
robot Stevie in a home environment. This home environment, shown in Figure 10, is used
for navigation testing, and the aforementioned test scenarios are developed in Unity as an
extension of the simulator, by modifying the environment and adding interactive elements.
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Figure 10: Home environment simulator developed in Unity by Mercer [69]

3.4 Teleoperation framework

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open-source, open-ended modular system used
to structure robot software with high granularity; it is currently the standard for software in
robotics. Implementing the framework for this project in ROS will allow quick development
thanks to pre-existing publicly available packages, and high adaptability for future projects
as nodes can be repurposed.

A framework is required to interface with the HTC Vive over ROS, to get tracking data
and display a video feed in the headset; an openVR ROS package that provides tracking
[72] is extended to also provide button data and allow video display, all over ROS.

The different control schemes required for each modality are handled by interchange-
able Python scripts using rospy, with methods from a common custom Python module. This
allows for quick changing of control schemes without the need to rebuild the framework ev-
ery time.

Control schemes operate via the UDP server of the simulator; commands controlling
robot movement and emotion are sent as UDP packets. ROSBridge is used with ROS#
(”ROS-Sharp”) [73] to send Unity images back to ROS as messages, providing a video feed
from the robot’s perspective. In the case of emotion control, a head-up display is overlaid
on the video feed as feedback for emotion selection; allowing users to select an emotion
and view which emotions are available and which is currently selected. The overlay can be
seen in Figure 11

The HUD, overlaid on the video feed to allow visual feedback of the emotion choice, is
composited by a ROS node that acts as a proxy for the video feed; reading the raw video,
adding the HUD graphics and re-publishing to a new ROS topic.

The overall framework for teleoperation within the simulation is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: The HUD overlaid on the video feed, used for emotion control (”Surprise” cur-
rently selected).

Figure 12: Flowchart of developed teleoperation framework integrated with simulation.
Framework parts within the ”ROS” section represent ROS nodes, parts in the
”Unity3D” section are components of the simulator.
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Figure 13: Photograph of the test setup; participant chair shown with Vive equipment and
laptop PC for questionnaire entry (researcher PC off camera)

3.5 Test setup

An empty seminar room is used for testing. The user seating area is close to a table with
the input devices and a laptop PC for online questionnaires. The PC screen used by the
researcher to select simulation scenarios and record data is placed facing away from the
user. The beacons required for tracking of HTC Vive equipment are mounted in suitable
areas around this area. The setup is shown in Figure 13.

Users enter individually, and begin by filling in a preliminary data questionnaire. They
are then assigned a control modality and a random sequence of the available control schemes
for this modality. The user then puts on the VR headset. For each control scheme the user is
first granted 2 minutes of training time in which they can try controlling the robot modality
to complete the test scenario (detailed in Subsection 3.2.3 for each modality). If they believe
they are ready to begin testing before this time has elapsed they may inform the researcher,
who promptly begins the real test scenario. If the time elapses, the real test scenario begins
automatically.

The real test scenario begins with a countdown from 5 displayed in front of the user, in
the centre of the user’s field of view. Once the countdown reaches 0, ”Begin” is displayed
and the user can start the test. Once the user has completed the test, ”Test complete” is
displayed. Duration between the beginning and completion of the test is recorded.

After each scheme is tested, the user removes the headset and completes a NASA-TLX
questionnaire for the scheme in question. The next test then begins as before, including the
2 minutes of training time.

Once all schemes are tested, the user fills in a questionnaire about their preferred scheme,
the reasons for this preference and how they believe the control of the modality could be
improved.
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4 Results

17 student participants from Trinity College Dublin were recruited for testing, from a range
of academic backgrounds (engineering, management, arts etc.); each modality was tested 5
times, with 3 participants testing twice with different modalities both times.

Table 2 Overall time taken for task completion with each modality / control scheme pair –
mean and standard deviation

1-handed joystick 2-handed joystick Tracking
Navigation 37.1 ; 4.8 35.4 ; 9.8 N/A
Gestures 158.3 ; 129.4 144.0 ; 136.0 77.5 ; 42.3
Neck 113.5 ; 42.6 58.5 ; 16.0 67.7 ; 21.9
Emotions 31.8 ; 13.9 25.3 ; 6.4 N/A
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Figure 14: Mean, minimum and maximum values for overall task completion time (in sec-
onds).

Table 3 Overall preference rating for each modality / control scheme pair. A point is added
for each participant’s favourite scheme, and subtracted for their least favourite. For each
modality the highest score is marked in green and the lowest in red.

1-HJ 2-HJ Tracking
Navigation -3 3 N/A
Gestures -5 1 4
Neck -4 0 4
Emotions -1 1 N/A
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Table 4 Mean task load indices for each navigation control scheme. Highest values in red,
lowest in green

1-HJ 2-HJ
Mental demand 48 42
Physical demand 28 25
Temporal demand 54 45
Performance 74 88
Effort 54 34
Frustration 40 20

Table 5 Mean task load indices for each gesture control scheme

1-HJ 2-HJ Tracking
Mental demand 51 57 40
Physical demand 20 31 28
Temporal demand 34 48 34
Performance 57 57 74
Effort 54 60 34
Frustration 65 60 34

Table 6 Mean task load indices for each neck control scheme
1-HJ 2-HJ Tracking

Mental demand 40 22 22
Physical demand 34 14 34
Temporal demand 31 17 34
Performance 48 94 82
Effort 65 20 31
Frustration 71 25 31

Table 7 Mean task load indices for each emotion control scheme
1-HJ 2-HJ

Mental demand 34 37
Physical demand 20 25
Temporal demand 48 42
Performance 82 77
Effort 34 40
Frustration 37 34
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Table 9 Open feedback on modality control. Answers to the question ”How do you think
the control of this aspect of the robot be improved?”.

Navigation

”If there was a projected shadow of stevies bodies outline of where he
would go if he went straight so you could estimate what gaps he could fit
into or whether he would hit the objects around”
”Maybe visual feedback as to the placement of the thumb on the controller”
”I think because you have control over both the head and wheels separately
it is sometimes difficult to tell what drive straight might mean for the robot
(since you cannot see the orientation of the robot body when looking
forward). Perhaps a visible line on the floor clearly showing where the
robots body is pointing would help.

Gestures

”Make the track pads easier to control”
”Using triggers to alter speed pad to recentre beams for example”
”Vive controller are quite large, smaller ones might make the experience
easier for first time users”

Neck

”I think an indicator on a HUD to show where the front of the robot is
would be useful. My preferred way of indicating when a target has been
seen would be to press a button rather than to center the field of view on
the target. For targets that are positions to the far left and right it feels
unnatural to have to move your head all the way over when your eyes can
turn to see the target.”
”maybe try to reduce the sensitivity of the touch pad or have buttons that
you can press on it or have grooves on the surface of it so you know where
your finger is placed when holding it”
”Maybe another reassurance that you are looking at what you suppose to.
In future, if possible, headsets a little more lighter.”
”Better sensitivity settings for the movements.”

Emotions

”Trackpad too physically small. PS3 controller has too many buttons. Only
1 joystick would be better (Wii Nunchuk style). Overlay could potentially
be improved.”
”more feedback about if the emotion change was successful. This would
probally bother me less with practise”
”physical dial for controlling the emotion wheel and selector”
”touch screen”
”Maybe using a set of physical buttons separate might work better”
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5 Discussion

5.1 Overall

Hypothesis 1 is supported by these results; although performance is rivalled by the 2-handed
joystick (2-HJ) scheme for neck control, tracking control schemes are universally preferred
on average, and are globally said to be easier to use in feedback comments.

Issues become apparent with the nature of the 1-handed and 2-handed joysticks used.
The primary difference between the two was thought to be in relative hand positions (2-HJ
requiring hands to be kept together) however this appeared to have very little impact on test
results (users were also observed to hold their hands together in front of them regardless
with 1-HJ, similarly to 2-HJ). The greater distinction that was revealed by testing was the
specific input method; the Vive controllers feature a novel multi-use trackpad instead of an
analog stick; participant feedback was very critical of these trackpads, preferring traditional
joysticks.

Because of this, we cannot conclude on H2 or H3 (which concern the comparison of 1-
handed and 2-handed joysticks), but unexpected results arise from the dataset; with this data
it can be said that Vive trackpads are inferior as opposed to traditional analog sticks of the
PS3 controller, in terms of performance, task load and preference. This would apparently
be due to the lack of mechanical feedback that would otherwise be gained from an analog
stick.

H4 is refuted; for neck control operators preferred the method which was rated sec-
ond highest task load (tracking) as opposed to the lowest (2-HJ). H5 is refuted also – for
2-handed joysticks performance is negligibly superior while task load is clearly superior,
whereas preference goes to the tracking method.

5.2 Navigation

Performance is nigh identical for both navigation control schemes. 4 out of the 5 partici-
pants testing navigation preferred input via 2-handed joystick (2-HJ) as opposed to 1-handed
however (Table 3), this is mirrored in the reported task load indices (Table 4).

The performance index of the NASA-TLX questionnaire was reported to be slightly
greater on average for 2-HJ, all other load indices are lower on average for 2-HJ; the data
indicates that the Playstation 3 controller (2-HJ) for navigation makes for less workload
than the Vive controllers (1-HJ).

The general feedback for this modality (Tables 8 and 9) mentions several times (4 out
of the 13 total comments) that the lack of tactile feedback with the Vive controller is what
potentially makes the scheme more difficult to use - this may specifically be that there is
no feedback on what position the user’s thumb is at and the centre of the trackpad is not
intuitively located, especially with the VR headset preventing users from looking at their
hands.
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Possibly as a consequence of this, two out of the three comments for navigation in
Table 9 suggested additional visual feedback about the heading of the robot, allowing users
to predict the future position of the robot.

During testing it was observed that most users avoided turning their head while nav-
igating, so that the robot’s head would stay oriented in the forward direction. One user
mentioned that it was difficult and disorienting to turn the robot’s head while turning cor-
ners, possibly expecting the controls to mirror the viewpoint rotation. During navigation,
it may therefore be safer for the robot’s head to maintain a fixed yaw, facing the direction
of movement – this appeared to be what most users did while navigating regardless. We
can draw a parallel between this and the statement made by Dünser et al. [61] about gaze
control (Section 2.4 on page 20). In this case, allowing users to input natural neck control
during teleoperation of navigation would potentially have a negative effect on navigation
performance and ease of use – users intuitively glance around the room and around corners,
increasing situation awareness, and in doing so are disoriented as to the facing of the robot
chassis.

5.3 Gestures

For gesture control, performance is nigh identical for both non-tracking methods, while the
tracking control scheme yields more consistent lower times. 4 out of 5 participants pre-
ferred the tracking scheme, and all participants chose 1-HJ as their least preferred scheme.
This is not entirely reflected in the workload results however; although the tracking scheme
reportedly results in less mental demand, effort and frustration, it results in higher physical
demand than 1-HJ. This is possibly because tracking requires the user to physically point
the controller in the required direction whereas other methods are operated entirely via the
user’s thumbs.

Feedback is virtually unanimous for this modality; the tracking control scheme is said
to be the most ”intuitive” and ”natural” form of input; one user pointed out how this method
was well suited for use in virtual reality. All feedback for 1-HJ simply states that it is a
difficult scheme to operate, primarily because of the trackpads as opposed to analog sticks.
One participant said that the Vive controllers were too large and suggested the use of smaller
controllers for first-time users.

The overall appreciation for tracking is consistent with the rise in natural user inter-
faces over recent years; to learn to operate a control scheme with an input modality that
is abstracted away from its control modality (see Figure 5) would require greater mental
workload than a scheme with mirrored input and control modalities, such as this one where
the robot gestures mirror the user’s. This corroborates hypothesis H1; A control scheme in
which the robot imitates the user’s actions (a tracking control scheme) is easier to use than
control schemes that are further abstracted.

5.4 Neck control

Neck control shows similar performance between 2-HJ and tracking schemes, with gener-
ally worse performance for 1-HJ. 4 out of the 5 participants preferred tracking the most and
1-HJ the least. However as for gesture control this is not entirely reflected in the workload
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results; the scheme rated the best universally with the NASA-TLX questionnaire was 2-HJ,
which was preferred the most and least by 2 respective participants.

The reason for the preference results can be gleaned from the provided feedback – every
comment for neck control with 1-HJ blames the trackpads as being too difficult to operate,
while (as with gesture control) tracking is said to be intuitive and natural; one participant
believed users less familiar with controller input would be more comfortable using tracking.

2 modality feedback comments suggested changing the simulation settings for the test.
To validate a target, users were required to look directly at it; several users recommended
making the validation easier; either with additional visual feedback showing exactly where
the robot was looking or allowing the user to push a button when they judged they were
looking at the target. The difficulty for target validation should be decreased in future
experiments, the requirements for validation in this test setup were possibly too strict to
reflect what was being evaluated – the direction the robot was looking.

The reasons behind the workload results are more difficult to elucidate. The 5 par-
ticipants for neck control testing reported to all have differing levels of prior video game
experience1, but 4 out of 5 reported some prior experience. The reason for the overall low
workload of 2-HJ may be because of video games – a common method for looking around
in first-person video games is via analog stick, which could account for the discrepancy. Al-
ternatively, as correlated by other modalities, the greater physical demand of tracking could
be because of the strain of having to physically turn one’s head, and the greater temporal
demand could be for the same reason – the user having to take the time to engage their neck
for the test; as for 1-HJ, the lack of tactile feedback could increase the workload in general.

5.5 Emotions

Performance for emotion control has similar means between the two control schemes, al-
beit slightly lower with a tighter standard deviation for 2-HJ. Preference and workload are
similarly split between the two schemes; 3 participants preferred 2-HJ while 2 preferred
1-HJ, the superior task load indices are spread between the two, with margins of superiority
never exceeding 6% out of every index pair. Feedback is equally ambiguous among the two
schemes.

It can be said that both control schemes have equal validity for use in multimodal tele-
operation, but the ambiguity of these results prevents proper evaluation of control schemes
for this modality. Insight can however be gained through the open feedback suggestions
for emotion control; 4 out of 5 comments suggest third completely different controllers
for emotions: a touch screen, a single analog stick isolated from other buttons, a physical
dial allowing emotion selection or a bespoke button panel for the task. What can therefore
be retained from this experiment is that further research is required into emotion control,
possibly involving novel input methods built for the task.

1Participants were asked how experienced they were with video games on a 5-point Likert scale (1 being
”not experienced” and 5 being ”very experienced”); the 5 volunteers for neck testing answered 1 through 5
respectively.
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6 Conclusions

To respond to a potential future demand for social service robots, a teleoperation interface
for social robots is required. A review of the literature showed that social telerobotics are
inherently multimodal. This report detailed the evaluation of control modalities towards the
development of such a multimodal interface. A teleoperation framework was built in ROS
allowing control of a robot in a HRI simulation in Unity, and with the help of volunteering
participants, modalities of Navigation, Gestures, Neck and Emotion control were evaluated
using two or three control schemes for each: 1-handed joysticks with trackpad input, 2-
handed joysticks with analog stick input and (where applicable) motion tracking.

It is shown that navigation control is optimal using analog stick input, and gestures
using tracking of operator gestures. Testing demonstrated that tracking control schemes are
generally superior for applicable teleoperation modalities, particularly for gesture control,
also that traditional analog thumbsticks are superior for input than thumb trackpads in terms
of performance, ease of use and user preference; primarily due to the difference in tactile
feedback.

It was also shown that allowing full neck control with a changing viewpoint in virtual
reality may hinder navigation due to the ambiguity of the direction the robot is heading in,
and although it is preferred by users, tracking is not necessarily the easiest control scheme
for the modality of neck control.

Control of emotions was shown to be equally suited to both trackpad and analog stick
input, but potentially requiring different, bespoke input devices more suited for the task.

In summation, this project has laid the foundations for the development of a multimodal
interface for the social teleoperation of a humanoid robot. Many initially unseen ambiguities
related to this task were clarified after the experiments were conducted; experiments have
also raised several unexpected questions.

Future work

Following feedback from users, improvement to the in-simulation validation for testing of
neck control is required; when participants looked at a target it did not easily validate, this
could possibly be remediated by adding extra validation mechanism such as a button the
user can press to confirm that they are looking at the target. Navigation could also be made
easier by keeping the operator aware of the heading of the robot body, possibly with an
additional HUD element.

The modalities of speech and gaze have yet to be developed upon, and can constitute
further research projects. Gaze tracking devices built to fit inside VR headsets are available
and are suited for evaluating this modality, however the nature of the teleoperated robot
becomes a bigger factor. Gaze cannot be conveyed on many social humanoid robots; many
eyes are unable to move, and two-dimensional screens that display eyes do not properly
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indicate the gaze direction. The modality of speech can also be investigated – depending on
the requirements of the teleoperation interface it may be preferable to hide the fact that the
robot is teleoperated from remote users, in which case novel speech control schemes can be
explored such as voice audio distortion or synthesis.

This work is to be used as a launchpad for further research into multimodal teleop-
eration. The subsequent step of the research is to evaluate performance and workload of
differing stacked combinations of control modalities to see which are most compatible si-
multaneously and which incur difficulties in a multimodal context. Such an example is
neck control – the current research has shown that neck tracking can hinder navigation, and
may not be the best control scheme for neck control. This can be because of the lack of
information on the robot chassis heading mentioned above. Even after compensating for
this however, considering that most people employed in the field of elderly care are of older
generations (the people who may in future use such a teleoperation framework for their line
of work), neck tracking may not be suited because of the associated physical demand. These
factors show that further research into neck tracking in combination with other modalities
can be performed.

Finally, future research of a similar type can further push the limitations of the current
report by implementing the framework with a physical robot as opposed to a simulation.
Issues could arise depending on the validity of the simulation; for example, the arm ac-
tuation velocities could be lower on the real robot as opposed to the simulation, and their
movement profile would be dependent on the control system used in the arm actuators. A
separate research project towards the validation of the simulator would ensure as smooth a
transition as possible towards the use of a physical robot.
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